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Abstract: In order to improve the accuracy and stability of terminal traffic flow prediction in convective weather，a
multi-input deep learning（MICL）model is proposed. On the basis of previous studies，this paper expands the set of
weather characteristics affecting the traffic flow in the terminal area， including weather forecast data and
Meteorological Report of Aerodrome Conditions（METAR）data. The terminal airspace is divided into smaller areas
based on function and the weather severity index（WSI） characteristics extracted from weather forecast data are
established to better quantify the impact of weather. MICL model preserves the advantages of the convolution neural
network（CNN） and the long short-term memory（LSTM）model，and adopts two channels to input WSI and
METAR information，respectively，which can fully reflect the temporal and spatial distribution characteristics of
weather in the terminal area. Multi-scene experiments are designed based on the real historical data of Guangzhou
Terminal Area operating in typical convective weather. The results show that the MICL model has excellent
performance in mean squared error（MSE）， root MSE （RMSE），mean absolute error（MAE） and other
performance indicators compared with the existing machine learning models or deep learning models，such as K-

nearest neighbor（KNN），support vector regression（SVR），CNN and LSTM. In the forecast period ranging from
30 min to 6 h，the MICL model has the best prediction accuracy and stability.
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0 Introduction

It is well known that convective weather is one
of the main causes of flight delays. It accounts for
over 50% of the factors that cause flight irregularity
（delays，divert，return） in China in recent years，
while up to 60% of the flight delays in the United
States are caused by convective weather［1］. To im⁃
prove the efficiency of airspace operations and to re⁃
duce flight delays，air traffic flow management ini⁃
tiatives must be made dynamically taking into ac⁃
count airspace condition and weather uncertainty.

Given the weather forecast data， the traffic
flow management（TFM）department in collabora⁃
tion with the air traffic control（ATC） center and

the meteorological department， will study the
weather and operational condition for the following
day［2］. Several traffic management initiatives，for in⁃
stance，the ground delay program（GDP） and the
mile-in-trail（MIT）strategy，will be prepared after
dicussions［3］. During the pre-tactical phase，i.e.，2—
6 h before the flight taking off，the traffic manage⁃
ment strategies are further revised based on the up⁃
dated weather information. Most likely，this step is
manually implemented according to the experience
of air traffic controllers（ATCOs）. If the MIT strat⁃
egy was carried out based on the overestimation of
weather impact，it would not only waste airspace re⁃
sources but also cause delay propagation［4］. There⁃
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fore，the translation of convective weather forecasts
into air traffic flow impact is very important to air
traffic flow management，which requires accurate
statistics and prediction of the situation of air traffic，
as well as its evolution trend.

The study of quantifying convective weather
impacts to airspace capacity has been well investigat⁃
ed in the United States for more than a decade［5］.
The convective weather information，such as the
echo top and the vertically integrated liquid（VIL）
level，is collected to build the weather avoidance
field（WAF） and route blockage concept［6-7］. And
convective weather avoidance models，such as the
weather severity index （WSI）and the maximum
flow and minimum cut metric，are developed to cal⁃
culate capacity decreases［8-13］. However，these mod⁃
els are obviously restricted by the airspace geometry
and cannot reflect the traffic demand.

And，various techniques have been developed
and applied for the air traffic flow prediction（AT⁃
FP） task. The 4-D trajectory prediction estimates
the fly over time of each waypoint and is further
used to predict the air traffic flow［14-16］. Terrab et
al.［17］ established a stochastic dynamic model that
takes into account unfavorable weather conditions to
predict traffic flow. Ashley et al.［18］ proposed an au⁃
toregressive and average moving model to predict
traffic flow. Weinreich et al.［19］established a time se⁃
ries forecasting flow model based on historical data.
Guo et al.［20］ established a grey-Markov forecast
model for air traffic flow management. However，
these methods cannot capture the random and com⁃
plex dynamic features of traffic situation under con⁃
vective weather［21］.

With successful applications of deep learning-

based model on other fields，it is also introduced to
solve the existing problems of aviation research［22］.
The support vector machine for regression（OL-

SVR） and the linear regression combined with the
neural network based algorithms were proposed and
improved to predict the air traffic flow［23-24］. A
LSTM-XGBoost model was proposed to predict the
short-term airport arrival traffic flow using the Mete⁃
orological Report of Aerodrome Conditions
（METAR）as input［25］.

From above discussion，we can see that exist⁃
ing approaches failed to consider the spatial and tem⁃
poral dependencies of the traffic situation and con⁃
vective weather comprehensively due to their input
organization. To our limited knowledge，there is no
relevant research that is proposed for the ATFP un⁃
der convective weather.

This paper focuses on establishing a set of con⁃
vective weather geometry features and flight statisti⁃
cal features，then proposes a novel deep learning-

based terminal traffic flow prediction model， in
which the spatial and temporal features of weather
and flight are well captured by the proposed data
representation. A multi-input deep learning model
（MICL）is introduced to learn the complex weather
impact patterns of terminal traffic system. MICL
combines one-dimensional CNN （CNN-1D） and
long short-term memory（LSTM），which can re⁃
duce the variance as much as possible to make the
prediction more accurate.

1 Data and Features

1. 1 Data preparation

1. 1. 1 Meteorological data

The radar basic reflectance image used in this
paper is generated from the original products of 11
radar stations in Guangdong Province. The image
product is drawn based on the basic reflectance of
0—70 dBZ defined by the 14-level color scale from
light to dark，which more intuitively reflects the
local weather information of the area. As shown
in Fig.1，the original image size is 1 188 pixel ×

Fig.1 Radar basic reflectance image (color from green to
red means the reflectivity gradually increasing)
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880 pixel，with the horizontal resolution of 0.01°
and the update cycle is 6 min. Another source of the
meteorological data is from METAR，which re⁃
cords the weather conditions of the airport every
half an hour.
1. 1. 2 Flight data

The flight data are obtained from the flight data
recording（FDR）which contains all the details of
every flight in Guangzhou Terminal Area. The fol⁃
lowing information is used in this study.

（1）Flight ID：The flight identity in the flight
management database.

（2）ICAO designator of departure and arrival
airport.

（3）Terminal entry time of arrival（UTC+8）.
（4）Terminal exit time of departure

（UTC+8）.
（5）Actual departure time（UTC+8）.
（6）Actual landing time（UTC+8）.
（7）Estimated departure time（UTC+8）.
（8）Estimated landing time（UTC+8）.

1. 2 Feature analysis

1. 2. 1 Meteorological features

Although the convolution operation can extract
weather features directly from the images，the num⁃
ber of convolution cores will increase sharply due to
the huge amount of information in the original imag⁃
es. In order to reduce the computational complexi⁃
ty，we need to extract the key information in the
weather pictures and convert it into quantifiable
weather features. Among many indicators，WSI in⁃
dicator represents the proportion of airspace affected
by severe weather，which can effectively measure
the impact of weather on airspace. Some research re⁃
sults show that when WSI exceeds 70%，it has a
non-negligible impact on airspace capacity［10］. WSI
is given as

WSI= Swx
S

(1)

where Swx is the area covered by weather，and S rep⁃
resents the total airspace area. The value of WSI is
between 0 and 1.

As severe weather covers different positions in

the terminal area，such as runways，arrival routes，
departure routes and handover points，it has differ⁃
ent influences on the traffic flow［13］. Therefore，the
airspace of Guangzhou terminal Area is divided into
nine small airspace marked as A—H，as shown in
Fig.2. Here A indicates the airspace above the run⁃
way，B the airspace near the runway，C the ATA⁃
GA/IGONO approach corridor，D the LMN depar⁃
ture corridor，E the IDUMA approach corridor，F
the VIBOS departure corridor，G the GYA ap⁃
proach corridor，and H the YIN departure corridor.
Based on the direction of the traffic flow，the termi⁃
nal area is further divided into the northwest arrival
and departure direction，the east arrival and depar⁃
ture direction，and the south departure direction，
marked as I，J，K. Finally，L is used to represent
the whole terminal area. The WSI features are de⁃
fined as

FWSI = { WSI i | i= A,B,⋯,L } (2)

In addition，the METAR feature is given as
FMETAR = { METAR j | j=DIR,SPD,GUST,
VARL,VARR,VIS,CLOUD,RA,TS,TUCCB } (3)
where j is the observed variable in METAR，includ⁃
ing wind direction，wind speed，gust，wind direc⁃
tion change ranges，visibility，cloud，rain，thunder⁃
storm，and cumulonimbus.
1. 2. 2 Flight features

Based on the actual arrival or departure time of
the flight，the number of aircraft entering the termi⁃
nal area within a certain time is calculated and ar⁃
ranged in chronological order to obtain the actual

Fig.2 General structure of the Guangzhou Terminal Area
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flight feature. The actual flight feature is
Actflow = {⋯,flowact

t-∆t,⋯,flowact
t- 1,

flowact
t ,flowact

t+ 1,⋯,flowact
t+∆t,⋯ } (4)

where flowact
t is the actual traffic flow at the current

time t，flowact
t-∆t the actual traffic flow at the moment

before ∆t，and flowact
t+∆t the actual traffic flow at the

moment after ∆t. This actual flight feature is not on⁃
ly a key feature but also a learning label for traffic
flow prediction.

In addition，the flow of a day is not only affect⁃
ed by the weather，but also by demand at different
time of the day. For example， there are fewer
flights in the early morning. Adding flight plan can
improve the traffic features through the number of
scheduled flights，specifically，the scheduled flight
feature is

Yetflow = {⋯,flowyet
t-∆t,⋯,flowyet

t- 1,
flowyet

t ,flowyet
t+ 1,⋯,flowyet

t+∆t,⋯ } (5)
where flowyet

t is the scheduled traffic flow at the cur⁃
rent time t in flight plan，flowact

t-∆t the scheduled traf⁃
fic flow at the moment before ∆t，and flowact

t+∆t the
scheduled traffic flow at the moment after ∆t.

Then，we have the flight features as
F flight = { Actflow,Yetflow } (6)

1. 3 Data processing

The data set Ft={ FWSI，FMETAR，F flight } used in
this paper includes not only numeric data but also
image data. We used flight data，quantified basic ra⁃
dar reflectance images and METAR， forming a
mixed input forecast flow structure of multiple data
information，as shown in Fig.3.

For the image data part， since convective
weather is generally the product of convective cumu⁃
lonimbus clouds，it evolves with time. If there is da⁃

ta missing，we can fill in the convective weather pic⁃
ture from the previous time. Next，due to the wide
area convered by the original weather picture，to ac⁃
curately obtain the weather information of the termi⁃
nal area，it is necessary to perform regional position⁃
ing processing and divide the terminal area accord⁃
ing to the division rules described in the above mete⁃
orological features. Calculation is then made based
on the WSI value of processed picture，which con⁃
verts weather pictures into quantifiable weather met⁃
rics for follow-up research. For the numeric data
part，the WSI value is originally in the range of 0—
1，but features in METAR and the estimated or ac⁃
tual flow values are not，so they need to be normal⁃
ized. Features mentioned above，including weather
and flow，are normalized by

x'=
x-min ( x )

max ( )x -min ( x ) (7)

where x' is the normalized result of data x，max (x)
the maximum value of the sample data，and min ( x )
the minimum value of the sample data.

There are 24 features in total. This paper takes
the hourly flow as the object for prediction，but the
update cycle of the basic reflectivity map of the
weather radar is 6 min and the update cycle of the
airport METAR information is half an hour. There⁃
fore，it is necessary to average the 10 weather snap⁃
shots and the two METAR messages within 1 h. In
addition，in order to increase the sample size and
continuity of the data set，the sliding time window
method is used for sampling， such as 12：00—
13：00，12：06—13：06，12：12—13：12... Accord⁃
ing to the above sampling principles，the final data
set includes 6 880 training data generated by sliding
6 880 h in 30 d and 1 120 test data generated by slid⁃
ing 1 120 h in 5 d.

2 Methodology

In this section，a deep learning（DL）model
combining CNN-1D and LSTM is proposed to pre⁃
dict departure and arrival flow in the terminal area
under convective weather.Fig.3 Framework of the deep learning model
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2. 1 Convolutional neural network

A CNN framework generally includes a convo⁃
lutional layer，a pooling layer，and a fully connected
layer［22］. The purpose of convolution is to apply the
convolution kernel to all points of a certain tensor
and generate a filtered tensor by sliding the convolu⁃
tion kernel on the input tensor，that is，convolution
aims to capture the spacial features［26］，as shown in
Fig.4.

2. 2 LSTM network

The essence of LSTM is a recurrent neural net⁃
work（RNN），which predicts the outcome of future
events based on the features of events in the past pe⁃
riod through a key parameter，i. e. forecast period.
As Fig.5 shown，LSTM is characterized by the ad⁃
dition of valve nodes in each layer，including the for⁃
get gate，the input gate，and the output gate［27］.

The forget gate means that some unimportant
information is forgotten in the output result ht- 1 at
the previous moment to obtain Ct- 1，which is

ft= sigmoid (w f ∙ [ ht- 1,xt ]+ b f ) (8)
The input gate is based on the last time and C 't

obtained by the current input value xt，so as to up⁃
date the memory state Ct，which are

it= sigmoid (w i ∙ [ ht,xt ]+ b i ) (9)
C 't= tanh (w c ∙ [ ht- 1,xt ]+ b c ) (10)

Ct= ft ∙Ct- 1 + ii ∙C 't (11)
The output gate determines the output ht，

which is
Ot= sigmoid (w o ∙ [ ht- 1,xt ]+ bo ) (12)

where w f，w i，w o are the weight matrices that con⁃
trol the behavior of these gates，and b f，b i，bo are
the bias matrices.

2. 3 Multi⁃input deep learning model

CNN-1D has advantages in extracting internal
spatial features. LSTM can play a very good role in
dealing with data with sequence attributes. Howev⁃
er，using CNN or LSTM methods alone cannot pre⁃
dict the traffic flow in convective weather conditions
well. Therefore，we propose a mixed DL model
with multiple input data sources，integrating the ad⁃
vantages of these two methods. The model can accu⁃
rately use the weather and flow characteristics to
predict traffic flow that there will be a certain period
time in the future when convective weather occurs.

The first part of the model is a CNN-1D net⁃
work designed to process quantitative weather data
from weather images. WSI features are input
through dense layer. The convolution kernel is used
to extract the weather features that affect the traffic
in the terminal area. The size of the convolution ker⁃
nel is 1×3，and the number is 32. After being acti⁃
vated by the activation function Relu，the informa⁃
tion is passed to the maxpooling layer with the win⁃
dows of 2 for dimensionality reduction. The process⁃
es of convolution，activation and pooling are repeat⁃
ed twice to be able to extract features in depth. To
prevent convolution from overfitting，we use a drop⁃
out layer with a size of 0.2 and then use a fully con⁃
nected layer to connect the feature information. Fi⁃
nally，the dense layer outputs the feature results of
the part.

The second part is LSTM，which is used to
predict traffic flow of the terminal area within a peri⁃
od time in the form of time series. This part inputs

Fig.4 Core process of convolutional layer processing

Fig.5 Structure of a basic LSTM cell
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METAR features，actual flow data and scheduled
flow data through dense layer. Then the two-layer
LSTM with an output dimension of 50 is used to
learn to mine the hidden information. The activation
function is the same as that in the CNN part. Final⁃
ly，the result is output by the Dense layer.

The two parts are connected with a simple per⁃
ceptron combination，which consists of an input
dense layer and an output dense layer. The Adam is
selected as optimizer and the activation function is
Relu. However，to ensure that the two outputs can

be connected， the final output dimensions of the
two parts need to remain the same.

Finally，as shown in Fig.6，MICL model with
1-hour forecast period is formed. The left side of
each box represents the layer of the model，and the
right side is the three-dimensional tensor of the input
and output of the layer. The first dimension“None”
refers to the size of the batch sample，where None
indicates that samples can be of any size，the second
dimension is the time steps of the model，and the
third dimension is the features of the sample.

2. 4 Model performance evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the traffic pre⁃
diction model，we select the following three com⁃

monly-used regression evaluation metrics：Mean
squared error（MSE）， root mean squared error
（RMSE），and mean absolute error（MAE），which

Fig.6 Structure and parameters of MICL model with 1-hour forecast period
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are calculated as

MSE= 1
NT
∑
i= 1

NT

[ yi- f ( x i ) ]2 (13)

RMSE= 1
NT
∑
i= 1

NT

[ yi- f ( x i ) ]2 (14)

MAE= 1
NT
∑
i= 1

NT

|yi- f ( x i ) | (15)

where NT is the total number of samples in the test
dataset，yi the true value of the test sample i，f the
mapping learned from the training data，and x i the
input feature vector of the test sample i.

3 Case Study in Guangzhou Termi⁃
nal Airspace

3. 1 Feature correlation analysis

To validate whether the model can accurately
estimate the traffic flow and to gain a better under⁃
standing of the dataset，the correlation analysis of
the features and the target flow is carried out. The
first correlation analysis is shown in Fig.7，in which
the color indicates the correlation of any two fea⁃
tures. The number in the box is the correlation coef⁃
ficient. Color represents the coefficients as well. It
can be seen that the most relevant to the actual flow
is the flight plan flow，and the remaining meteoro⁃
logical features account for 10%. If two airspace
zones or routes are close in space，two metrics are
highly correlated， such as A and B for runway
zones，and then a strong correlation will occur. This
is to be expected because the weather is mainly sys⁃
temic and usually wide in scope to affect many air⁃
space units simultaneously. The reason why there is
high correlation among RA，TS and TCUCB is that
the occurrence of convective weather is often accom⁃
panied by thunderstorms and cumulonimbus clouds.
The SPD and CLOUD in the METAR have noth⁃
ing to do with Actflow. Therefore，these two features
are removed and not used as input features.

3. 2 Model accuracy

To evaluate the performance of our model，we
compare our MICL model with three deep learning

models including CNN-1D， LSTM and MICL
model without WSI features， and two machine
learning models including K-nearest neighbors
（KNN）and support vector regression（SVR）. Vari⁃
ous forecast periods were tested，including 6 min，
30 min，1 h，2 h，and 6 h. The evaluation results
are presented in Table 1. Note that the target values
are standardized，thus，the predictions are not inte⁃
gers to be inconsistent with the actual operation.
Therefore，we have to convert the predicted results
into integer to evaluate performance.

Compared with machine learning models
（KNN and SVR），deep learning models are far su⁃
perior when we focus on regression evaluation met⁃
rics. Especially with the increase of the forecast peri⁃
od，the difference between the metrics of the two
types of methods also gradually increases，which al⁃
so verifies the superiority of the neural network in
time series forecasting.

The values of MICL in MSE，RMSE and
MAE are smaller than that of CNN-1D or LSTM in
all forecast periods，which indicates that MICL
model has the advantages of CNN model to capture
spatial features and LSTM model to capture tempo⁃
ral features. We also conduct experiments using the
MICL model without the WSI features，the predic⁃
tion results are worse than results of CNN-1D，

LSTM and MICL model with WSI features. That
means WSI features improve the model perfor⁃
mance obviously.

Fig.7 Correlation coefficient heat map of features
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When the forecast period is 6 min，the LSTM-

XGBoost model has the best prediction perfor⁃
mance，and the MICL model is the second. But
when the forecast period gets longer，the prediction
performance of LSTM-XGBoost is getting worse
and worse. This indicates that although LSTM-XG⁃
Boost has superiority in the prediction of airport ar⁃
rival flow［25］，it is relatively insensitive to the spatial
domain meteorological features used in this paper，

and its predictive performance is correspondingly re⁃
duced. On the contrary，the performance of the MI⁃
CL model is better in all forecast periods. When the
forecast period is 1 h，the MICL model gets the
lowest MSE （6.49），RMSE （2.55） and MAE
（1.97） of all. CNN-1D and LSTM also get their
own minimum performance indicator values， but
higher than those of MICL. While MICL model
without WSI and LSTM-XGBoost model get their
minimum performance indicator value when the fore⁃
cast period is 6 min.

In order to further test the performance of the
above algorithms，we select three typical weather
impact scenarios，each with a duration of 1 h and
covering different locations in the terminal area，as
shown in Fig. 8. KNN and SVR algorithms are not
used in the following experiments because of their
poor prediction performance.

Scenario 1 started from 21：12 on June 1，
2019. Convective weather covered most of GYA ar⁃
rival and a small part of YIN departure and ATA⁃
GA /IGONO arrival airspace. GYA is the arrival
fix with the largest arrival flow，followed by ATA⁃
GA and IGONO. YIN is also the most important
departure point. Therefore，this weather condition
greatly increased the difficulty of dispatching arrival
and departure flights，and the airport traffic volume
was significantly reduced.

Scenario 2 started from 9：00 on June 3，2019.
The convective weather mainly covered the arrival
airspace of ATAGA /IGONO. However，because
the weather distribution was relatively scattered，
there were more airspace for aircraft to avoid bad
weather，so the airspace flow in this scenario did
not decrease much.

Scenario 3 started from 14：24 on June 4，
2019. The weather coverage extends from near the
runway to the south arrival and departure direction，
including GYA，VIBOS and IDUMA. This situa⁃
tion not only affects the traffic flow of the terminal
area but also affects the take-off and landing of the
airport runway. Aircraft can only hold in the air⁃

Table 1 Performance evaluation results of various
models

Forecast
period

6 min

30 min

1 h

2 h

6 h

Model

CNN⁃1D
LSTM

LSTM⁃XGBoost
MICL without WSI

SVR
KNN
MICL
CNN⁃1D
LSTM

LSTM⁃XGBoost
MICL without WSI

SVR
KNN
MICL
CNN⁃1D
LSTM

LSTM⁃XGBoost
MICL without WSI

SVR
KNN
MICL
CNN⁃1D
LSTM

LSTM⁃XGBoost
MICL without WSI

SVR
KNN
MICL
CNN⁃1D
LSTM

LSTM⁃XGBoost
MICL without WSI

SVR
KNN
MICL

MSE

20.41
16.27
5.87
20.88
18.67
45.94
9.38
19.05
17.63
22.01
32.00
24.40
53.83
7.11
10.64
13.64
44.98
52.19
25.78
63.78
6.49
13.22
14.21
78.70
54.29
32.18
76.28
7.30
18.57
17.52
162.62
42.93
48.52
176.97
13.87

RMSE

4.52
4.03
2.42
4.57
4.32
6.78
3.06
4.36
4.20
4.69
5.66
4.94
7.34
2.67
3.26
3.69
6.71
7.22
5.08
7.99
2.55
3.64
3.77
8.87
7.37
5.67
8.73
2.70
4.31
4.19
12.75
6.55
6.97
13.30
3.72

MAE

3.78
3.10
1.90
3.58
3.06
4.89
2.37
3.55
3.30
3.55
4.09
3.56
5.34
2.07
2.41
2.95
5.13
5.46
3.67
5.83
1.97
2.71
3.06
7.06
5.52
4.22
6.61
2.06
3.23
3.24
9.26
4.78
5.25
9.29
2.95
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space or return，resulting in a sharp drop in traffic
flow.

By comparing the predicted flow curve with the
actual flow curve，it can be found that the MICL
model without WSI features model has the largest
prediction deviation in all scenarios，which indicates
that the WSI features play a key role in improving
the prediction accuracy. The prediction accuracy of

LSTM-XGBoost model in Scenario 2 is higher than
that of the other two scenarios，because the convec⁃
tive weather in Scenario 2 has little impact on flow，

indicating that the model is not suitable for the air⁃
space environment with high uncertainty. The pre⁃
diction results of CNN model and LSTM model are
consistent with the actual flow trend，but the predic⁃
tion accuracy is lower than MICL model.

According to the different weather coverage in
scenarios 1—3 and the comparison between the pre⁃
dicted flow and the actual flow in Fig.9，we can find
that if the airspace near the runway is covered by the
weather，the flight will be unable to take off and
land on the runway，which will have the greatest im ⁃
pact on the airport flow. If the severe weather cov⁃
ers the main arrival and departure routes，the great⁃

er the coverage，the more obvious the flow reduc⁃
tion. At the same time，the distribution of weather
also affects the airspace flow. If the weather cells
are loosely distributed，there is still a certain space
for flight regulation and allocation，and the impact
on the flow will be reduced.

Based on the above analysis，the MICL model
has good prediction accuracy and stability under dif⁃

Fig.8 Convective weather scenarios at the beginning of each period (the avoided area marked in red)

Fig.9 Actual and predicted flow value compared in three scenarios
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ferent weather scenarios.

4 Conclusions

For the research of terminal traffic flow predic⁃
tion under convective weather，we apply a deep
learning model called MICL in this paper. The pro⁃
posed model is a deep neural network model，com⁃
bined with CNN-1D and LSTM， which were
proved to be effective for modeling spatial and tem⁃
poral dependencies of air traffic. The MICL module
not only preserves the advantages of the LSTM
block on sequence modeling but is also very suitable
for processing spatiotemporal data due to its inher⁃
ent convolutional structure. By analyzing spatial
characteristics of convective weather in terminal ar⁃
ea，we establish a set of meteorological features
such as WSIs，which represent the severe weather
coverage ratio of runway adjacent airspace，arrival
and departure routes，etc. By removing these meteo⁃
rological features from MICL model， we have
shown that these features are very effective in im ⁃
proving model performance because they contain
rich information about meteorological location and
intensity. Our experiments show that deep learning
models are generally superior to machine learning
models in terminal traffic flow prediction，and MI⁃
CL model is proved to have the best accuracy and
robustness by our designed experiments on real
weather forecast data and flight data.

This paper provides an effective method for
traffic controllers to predict the future traffic situa⁃
tion in convective weather. However，due to the un⁃
certainty of the weather，all weather scenarios could
not be enumerated. Therefore，how to cluster con⁃
vective weather， extract important features， and
provide auxiliary decision support for traffic manage⁃
ment department under severe weather is one of the
future research directions.
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基于深度学习的对流天气下终端区流量预测方法

彭 瑛 1，王 洪 1，毛利民 2，王 鹏 1

（1.南京航空航天大学民航学院，南京 211106, 中国；2.南京莱斯信息技术股份有限公司，南京 210014，中国）

摘要：为提高对流天气下终端区流量预测的准确性和稳定性，提出了一种多输入深度学习模型（Multi⁃input deep
learning，MICL）。在前人研究的基础上，扩展了影响终端区交通流的天气特征集，涵盖天气预报数据和机场气

象报告（Meteorological Report of Aerodrome Conditions，METAR）数据。将终端空域根据功能划分为较小的空

域，并通过天气预报数据建立天气危险指数（Weather severity index，WSI）特征，以更好地量化天气的影响。MI⁃
CL模型结合了卷积神经网络（Convolution neural network，CNN）和长短期记忆网络（Long short⁃term memory，
LSTM）模型的优点，采用双通道分别输入WSI数据和METAR报告数据，可以充分反映终端区天气的时间与空

间分布特征。以广州终端区在典型对流天气下运行的真实历史数据设计多场景实验，结果表明MICL模型与 K

近邻算法（K⁃nearest neighbor，KNN）、支持向量回归（Support vector regression，SVR）、CNN、LSTM等既有机器

学习或深度学习模型相比，在均方误差（Mean squared error，MSE）、均方根误差（Root MSE，RMSE）和平均绝

对误差（Mean absolute error，MAE）等性能指标上表现优秀，在 30 min至 6 h不等的预测时间范围内均具有最佳

的预测精度和稳定性。

关键词：空中交通管理；交通流量预测；对流天气；深度学习
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